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Many modern school graduates dream of great - they are planning training in one of the European
universities. The idea, of course, is good, just to live in someone else's country even more difficult
than in another city of your state.

Prospects are large, but difficulties on the way are not enough, and students are not always happy
and prosperous.

But what about?

1. Language barrier. Even knowing the foreign language of the country of stay in perfection, spoken
difficulties are inevitable.

They occur not only in communicating with teachers and understanding a new topic, but also not let
go in everyday life, that is, on the street, in stores, cinema and other public institutions. It is difficult
to adapt, and sometimes this period is delayed not a few months of deep depression.

2. Mentality. As you know, each country has its own traditions, so the domestic student is not always
able to quickly get used to the national mentality of the host country.

Here, nostalgia for the birthplace attacks the terrible force, and the lack of mutual understanding and
a sense of deep loneliness can also worsen training, reduce the performance of a foreign student.

3. Lack of relatives and friends. The student hostel abroad is one multinational family, but to get
used to it and, even more so, it is not easy to love.

Despite new acquaintances, catastrophically lacks childhood friends who will always come to the
rescue, will understand and support in a difficult moment. By virtue of its mentality, not all new
comrades can become close friends, and 5 years of study most often pass in spiritual loneliness
with a large number of familiar friends.

4. Collision with teachers. As practice shows, Russian students are very often conflicted with foreign
teachers - the Bunchar spirit affects.

On the one hand, it is correct because it is necessary to always defend your opinion and prove the
truth, but on the other, the teacher is definitely not rejected by such stubbornness, and the
performance can very quickly decrease.

How to do in such conflict situations? This issue is open to many domestic students in foreign
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universities.

5. Financial difficulties. Even despite a decent scholarship, life abroad is available not to all domestic
students.

It is important to understand that the financial difficulties cannot be avoided, and the exit from the
current situation two is material support for wealthy parents or part-time. By the way, the second
option chooses the majority of students to at least somehow improve their financial position.

Alternative for all
Admission to the university is the responsibility of each applicant, so the thoughts about the higher
educational institution should be attended by the Status of the Schoolboy.

It is necessary to speak more often in the family on this important topic, to prove the soil and the
attitude of the parents to one or another proposed option.

In addition, parental tips also should not be ignored, since their life experience allows you to see the
situation really, and not in "pink glasses."

From parental instructions, it is necessary to withdraw individual wise phrases that will help
determine the future profession and the place of receipt of higher education.

It is also important to recall that many teachers are aware of the subtleties of a particular specialty,
so additionally it will advise with them definitely.

At least, this is an unbiased opinion that may allow you to make the most correct choice in your
young life.

Conclusion: Situating, it remains only to add that studying in another city has a lot of difficulties, but
this does not mean that it is necessary to immediately discard this option.


